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This incredibly fascinating effort on 

marijuana is not discussed in public space 

in Africa, without risking imprisonment 

let alone possession. For the first time in 

the plant’s history in Africa, Duvall 

prominently, debunked misconceptions, 

engages contemporary interest, racial 

stereotypes and explored with clarity, 

Africa’s crucial status in the story of 

marijuana. The best I have ever read on 

the history, roles and influence of Africa 

in the political–economy and clinical 

practice of marijuana. This legendary 

book is timely, precise and a must read 

for Africans, world leaders and policy 

makers to rethink legitimization, owing 

to the plant’s potentials for alleviating 

poverty and ill-health globally.  

The cover page is graced with beautiful 

red and yellow colors, marijuana stem 

with leaves and a calabash-based African 

smoker. Thoroughly researched with 

diverse perspectives on the plant certainly 

not comprehended before now. The book 

has three parts, ten chapters, three 

hundred and sixty pages and published by 

Duke University Press in 2019.    

Part one  introduces marijuana, waged 

detailed attention of African cannabis’s 

race evolution, taxonomy and how 

programmed ignorance at neglecting 

Africa’s historiographical narrative of 

this crop, undermines Africa’s 

agricultural, technological and ethno-

botanical contributions to world culture 

and incapacitating the international 

community to completely manage the 

plant clinically for revenue and better 

living for all. Duvall, showed how 

African’s rich history of the plant has 

been ignored without conviction for 

causing trypanosomiasis as estimated in 

Eurocentric scholarship without history 

of psychoactive cannabis in any continent 

let alone Africa. Duvall, brilliantly 

squashed lies of Africa’s drug smoke 

past, anti-black, racial stereotypes and 

bias of cannabis use, that it is only 

psychoactive, although the plant has been 

smoked by Europeans and Asians for 

centuries before it surfaced in African 
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literatures. This demonstrates pretentious politically enthused particulars without 

concrete evidence of its negative past in Africa, even when the plant drug had been 

used by monarchs in Europe and America. This false histories, political, economic, 

class, racial, anti–immigration, prohibitive, user-grower tinges is a determinant of who 

is writing the history. Duvall, opined that, while blackness, marginality, psychoactive 

use is associated with negatives, drug use by White social-ecological elites was 

sanctified as open minded experimentation, free-thinking expression and the intrepid 

worldliness. Consequently the plant, people and environment (race, class, ecology) 

relationship is key in understanding its distorted history, dispersal and uses globally.   

Part two espouses the cannabis culture in Africa on arrival from South Asia, its seeds 

tourism across the Atlantic through human vectors and how people worldwide 

encountered cannabis in Africa through smoking with superior Africa technologies. 

The different types of smoking and usage by all races were exemplified. The Trans-

Atlantic and Saharan trades saw the movement of the plant-human dispersal into 

Europe and America with no evidence of its introduction in the USA by Africans.    

Part three argued that, Marijuana is a potent enhancer, perpetuating a political-

economic relationship dependent on underclass laborers who are marginalized, and 

living in hazardous environment shaped by drug use and racial ideas. Here, Duvall 

gave the intrinsic worth, myths and delusion of this omnipresent drug plant. The plant 

was invaluable when the colonialists banned it in Africa for not enhancing colonization 

at the time because the cost out-weighed the profits according the Duvall. This would 

not have been completely true as only Sub-Saharan Africa was the target owing to the 

myth of symbolizing political resistance, what the author termed ‘knowledge 

laundering’. Though cannabis had its problems of coughing, non-violent dispositions, 

goodwill, inducing appetite, it served as gifts and tributes to leaders. These attributes 

were context dependent and by 1925, Britain controlled the largest cannabis trade for 

revenue and pharmaceutical motives. So why the stereotyping of Africans as abusers 

of the plant?  

Finally, Duvall precipitously emphasized the need for Africans to have a rethink at 

legalizing and decriminalizing marijuana for its prospects as obtainable in some 

countries in the Global North and South. Success will depend on the genetically 

diverse seed stock, which bio-prospectors have identified Africa as the strongest store 

house of a generic diversity on which the future of commercial medical cannabis rest. 

Duvall, advocates intellectual property patent rights for unique strains in African local 

communities aimed at diversification of Africa’s economy. This crop holds bright 

promises, in clinical practice, showcasing Africa’s importance and contributions to the 

development of human knowledge vis-à-vis marijuana. 

This master piece is recommended to all, as the finest on the subject. Reliance on 

secondary sources does not demean its prestigious stance in local or regional archival 
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studies on Marijuana. Field work and experience in Africa will deepen insight as a 

research team on the plant from different fields in Africa is advisable. 
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